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This document describes the demonstration kit and code for the STM32F3 discovery evaluation 

board connected to an Ayla module. It describes how to install and build the MCU software and 

how to modify that software for other applications. 

This document is intended for those familiar with C programming.  

The demo kit source code contains code to demonstrate simple properties. There are additional 

features included - file properties and over-the-air (OTA) update support. 

The demo can be built without an Operating System (OS), called the No-OS demo, and with an 

open-source RTOS, called the Mynewt OS demo. 

The No-OS demo is built with Keil or GCC. It uses the SPI operation between the Host MCU and 

the module. Keil “Build Options” can remove extra features or build UART mode instead of SPI. 

Currently, the Keil demo is supported for the STM32F3Discovery board only. 

The Mynewt OS based demo is built with Apache Mynewt’s tools and build system. Building the 

demo is supported on the STM32F4Discovery board - and uses the UART interface between the 

Host MCU and the Ayla module. 

• OEM Dashboard Users Guide (AY006UDB3) 

• Developer Portal Users Guide (AY006UDP3) 
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NOTE Currently the No-OS Demo is only supported to build on STM32F3Discovery 

boards 

The demo software package can be built either as a Keil project, or by using make from the 

command line.  

The demo software package is divided into four components: 

• proj: This folder contains project files for supported toolchains: Keil and make. 

• lib: This folder contains Ayla’s platform independent driver files. This folder is further divided 

by features/components for easy navigation. Code in this folder should be portable to any 

platform without much (if any) modification. 

• example: This folder contains top-level demo files to exercise various Ayla features. The 

standard demo is used by Ayla’s demo kits is “ledevb.” 

• arch: This folder contains platform-specific code. It needs to be modified to suit your 

platform needs. The code includes UART/SPI configuration, IO config, and bootloader.  

If using IAR or another tool set, confirm the equivalent functions are available: interrupt 

vectors, reset handler, system clock initialization, and so on. 

The demo package also comes with a prebuilt tool, img_pkg_win.exe, located in the img_pkg.c. 

This tool takes in compiled MCU firmware and turns it into an image to use with OTA upgrade. 

This tool is invoked automatically when building the target with the demo.uvproj project file. 

If using Keil, the build the demo needs with STM’s Keil toolset (http://www.keil.com/).  

The demo was built and tested with the Keil uVision4 IDE version 4.53 (with file ledevb-

demo.uvproj). Changes may be required to build with other versions of the toolset. 

The makefile project works natively on Linux or under Cygwin on Windows. User must install the 

GNU ARM toolchain and OpenOCD as prerequisites. 

1. Install cygwin, keeping default tools, just add “make” and “gcc” 

2. Download and extract gnu_arm_eabi_none toolchain inside <gnuarmtc> 

3. Unzip demo pkg inside cygwin user folder 

4. Install openocd http://www.freddiechopin.info/en/download into cygwin /usr/share (it 

should be /usr/share/openocd) 

5. Add the /usr/share/openocd/bin to path 

http://www.keil.com/
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6. In <demo>/proj/stm32f3/gmake/common_paths.mk, update TOOLCHAIN_DIR to <gnuarmtc> 

If this example, code needs to be ported to a different MCU, this section can assist with the 

process. As mentioned above, the “arch” folder inside the software package contains all 

architecture-specific code that may need to be modified to fit your platform.  

Along with the arch folder, there are files inside “lib” that may also need to be modified. Here are 

some recommendations: 

• In the lib folder:  

o Change the mcu_platform.h for your target MCU and toolchain. 

o Change the byte_order.h to reference an existing implementation of the endian 

conversion routines if available. 

• In the arch folder:  

o Modify the mcu_io.c and mcu_io.h files to match your IO configuration. 

o Modify the spi_platform and uart_platform files if planning on using SPI or UART to 

communicate with the module. 

o Rewrite the intr_init() function to handle interrupts from your sensors and from the 

INTR_N line. 

• If MCU Over The Air (OTA) needed, rewrite the following file: 

o Rewrite bootloader in the loader.c for target MCU. 

• In the example folder: 

o Rewrite the demo_img_mgmt.c to use target MCU persistent storage. 

Signals from the Ayla module to the STM32 F3 discovery board are shown below: 

Table 1. Demo Wiring for STM32F3Discovery 

STM32 F3 Discovery Pin Signal 

PB12 SPI_NSS (input to module, active low, open-drain) 

PB13 SPI_SCK 

PB10 READY_N (slave output) active low, open-drain 

PB15 SPI_MOSI (master out, slave in) 

PB11 INTR_N (slave output) active low, open-drain 
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STM32 F3 Discovery Pin Signal 

PB14 SPI_MISO (master in, slave out) 

PB1 LINK_N (slave output) active low, open-drain 

PB0 Reset_N (input to module, pulled to 3.3v) 

The SPI signals SPI_NSS, SPI_SCK, SPI_MOSI, SPI_MISO and their usage are described in the Ayla 

SPI protocol document. 

READY_N from the module is asserted to indicate that the module has initialized the SPI 

interface and is ready to accept commands. 

INTR_N from the module is asserted when the module has a SPI message waiting to be collected 

by the master.  This de-asserts after the message has started to transfer to the master.  Each 

time a SPI message becomes pending, the module generates a falling edge on INTR_N, even if it 

is already low. 

Reset_N is connected between the host and the Ayla module. The demo software uses this line 

to reset the module during startup. 
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NOTE The Mynewt OS based Demo is only supported to build on STM32F4Discovery 

boards 

This section describes how to build the demo on Apache Mynewt, which is a free and open-

source IoT RTOS distributed under Apache License 2.0. 

Documentation for Mynewt can be found here : 

(https://mynewt.apache.org/latest/os/introduction/) 

NOTE Currently Mynewt OS based Demo does not support some features such as SPI 

communication, and Host OTA. These may be ported from the No-OS demo. 

The demo build Mynewt OS requires setting up your build environment and installing additional 

tools required for their build system. Mynewt’s Native Installation supports building on MacOS, 

Windows, and Linux. There is an All-in-one Docker container for easy setup. 

Please follow the steps to setup and verify your environment before you proceed. 

1. Native Installation: https://mynewt.apache.org/latest/os/get_started/native_install_intro/ 

2. Docker Container: https://mynewt.apache.org/latest/os/get_started/docker/ 

It is recommended to follow the steps to Create Your First Mynewt Project to confirm your 

environment setup. 

(https://mynewt.apache.org/latest/os/get_started/project_create/) 

When everything is installed (Section 3.1.1) for the Mynewt build environment, install the Ayla 

Demo applications and libraries. 

 
CAUTION 

If you copy and paste commands from this document, the results may be UTF-8 

characters that appear to be simple ASCII ones, which may not work.  

To avoid problems with the commands, make sure that they contain minus signs 

(dashes), not other symbols, like the en dash or em dash. 

1. To begin, type: 

mkdir ayla_proj 

cd ayla_proj 

newt new ayla_demo 

https://mynewt.apache.org/latest/os/introduction/)
https://mynewt.apache.org/latest/os/get_started/native_install_intro/
https://mynewt.apache.org/latest/os/get_started/docker/
https://mynewt.apache.org/latest/os/get_started/native_install_intro/
https://mynewt.apache.org/latest/os/get_started/docker/
https://mynewt.apache.org/latest/os/get_started/project_create/
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2. Point to the currently supported Mynewt repository 

3. Edit the ayla_demo/project.yml as shown: 

repository.apache-mynewt-core: 

    type: github 

    vers: 1.0.0 

    user: apache 

    repo: mynewt-core 

4. To install the Mynewt repository: 

cd ayla_demo 

newt install 

5. Extract the Ayla demo into the project: 

cd ../.. 

unzip ayla_demo-MyNewt.zip 

cp –R ayla_demo-MyNewt/* ayla_proj/ 

NOTE The first time you build the application, Makefile applies the patches to the Mynewt 

repository for the Ayla Demos and Libraries. The modifications are minor, but 

required. 

6. Build the ledevb demo application: 

NOTE The commands provided below assume you use the STM32F4Discovery evaluation 

board.  

cd ayla_proj/ 

make app 

7. Flash the STM32F4Discovery and run the demo: 

make loader 

make download_loader 

make download 

8. Press the Reset button to ensure the device boots into the demo. 

Signals from the Ayla module to the STM32F4Discovery board are shown below: 

Table 2. Demo Wiring for STM32F4Discovery 

STM32F4Discovery Pin Signal 

PA2 UART_TX (input to module) 
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STM32F4Discovery Pin Signal 

PA3 UART_RX 

PA1 UART_CTS 

PD3 UART_RTS 

PB10 READY_N (slave output) active low, open-drain 

PB1 LINK_N (slave output active low, open-drain) 

PB0 Reset_N (input to module, pulled to 3.3v) 

The UART signals UART_TX, UART_RX, UART_CTS, and UART_RTS are used for serial 

communication with the Ayla Module and the protocol is described in the Ayla Module and MCU 

Interface Specification document. 

READY_N from the module is asserted to indicate that the module has initialized the UART 

interface and is ready to accept commands. 

Reset_N is connected between the host and the Ayla module. The demo software uses this line 

to reset the module during startup. 
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The Ayla module transfers data items to and from the Ayla Device Service (ADS) for an 

application running on the MCU.  These data items are called “properties”. 

A property has a name, a type, and a value. 

The property name is an ASCII string chosen by the application.  The name should be descriptive 

and short (only alphanumeric characters and _ underscore).  The name must be strictly less than 

28 characters long. 

The property types are described in the Ayla SPI Protocol document, AY006MSP0.  Typical 

property types are Booleans, signed integers of 8-, 16-, or 32-bits, text values, decimal numbers, 

and floating point numbers.  Floating point values are not currently supported at all layers. 
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This example code is a demonstration of several property types, and is also used as a way of 

exercising the module and device service.  This section lists the properties and describes the 

behavior associated with them. 

When the ADS changes property values of “Green_LED” or “Blue_LED,” the associated LED is 

turned on (value 1) or off (value 0). 

When the blue LED button is pressed or released, the property “Blue_button” is sent to the ADS 

with a boolean value of 1 (when pressed) and 0 (when released).  The on time of the button is 

extended at least two seconds. 

The blue button has another function – as part of a factory reset. To reset the module to its 

factory configuration, hold the blue button down and then press and release the black reset 

button. 

The blue LED will blink quickly for five seconds, and if still holding the blue button at that time, 

the application instructs the module to restore factory configuration. 

During the five-second startup time, the blue LED blinks to confirm the reset is happening. If 

reset is not wanted, the button can be released before the time is up. If the button is pressed for 

the entire five seconds after reset, the blue LED will be on for a short time and then go off when 

the module re-asserts the ready signal. 

A pair of integer properties called “input” and “output” works as follows:  When the service sets 

property “input” to a value, the demo receives the new value and sets the “output” property to 

the square of that value, and then sends the output property to the service.  If the value 

overflows a 32-bit number, “output” is set to -1. 

Similarly, a pair of string properties “cmd” and “log” work together. When the service sets “cmd” 

to a value, it is copied to the “log” property, which is sent to the service. 
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A pair of decimal properties, “decimal_in” and “decimal_out” work together. When the service 

sets “decimal_in” to a value, the demo MCU sets the “decimal_out” property to the same value, 

and sends it back to the service. 

A set of properties demonstrates how long binary (file) values are sent to the service - 

“stream_up_len” and “stream_up”. When the service sends a new integer value for 

“stream_up_len”, the MCU sends a binary test pattern of that length as a new datapoint for 

“stream_up”.  The test pattern begins with the value 0x11223344 in big-endian order. This value 

is incremented every four bytes in the pattern. 

A set of properties demonstrates receiving long binary (file) values from the service. These are 

the file property “stream_down”, and the integer properties “stream_down_len” and 

“stream_down_match_len”. 

When the service creates a new datapoint for “stream_down”. That value is completely fetched 

by the demo host, the values are updated to “stream_down_len” and “stream_down_match_len”. 

This indicates the number of bytes received and the number of bytes received before any 

mismatch from the test pattern occurred. The two values should match the length of the data 

point. 

For diagnostic purposes, a read-only property called “version” compiled-in.  Whenever the 

service sends that property to the demo application, the service’s value is compared with the 

compiled-in value. If different, the compiled-in value is sent to the service.  

A pair of schedule properties, “schedule_in” and “schedule_out” work together. When the service 

sets “schedule_in” to a value, the demo MCU sets the “schedule_out” property to the same value, 

and sends it back to the service. 

The MCU also interprets and parses the schedule to determine when the next scheduled event 

is set to occur. To review the schedule, call “sched_run_all” function. 
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Starting with version 1.1 of the Ayla module, the LAN feature allows the MCU to securely 

communicate with apps in the local area network directly without going to the ADS service and 

without connectivity to the Internet. 

The sample code shows the MCU maintaining a “valid_dest_mask” which represents the active 

destinations for the MCU. The module communicates the list of active destinations with the MCU 

by sending the AD_Connect command.  

Bit 0 of the destination mask represents a connection to ADS and bits 1-7 represent connections 

with LAN apps that securely registered with the module. 

The module notifies the MCU of reachability to the ADS service through the AD_Connect 

command. When the module notifies the MCU it regained connectivity to ADS, the MCU must 

enable the service listener through the AD_LISTEN_ENB command. Sending this command 

allows the module to fetch any property updates that happen through the service. The example 

code shows how this command can be sent as soon as connectivity to ADS has been established. 

The example code shows that the prop structure contains a send_mask activated to send a 

property and turned off after it is sent. 

When the MCU sends a property update, it can choose to include an ATLV_NODES TLV to specify 

the destinations for the update. If TLV is not included, the module automatically sends the 

update to all active destinations. The example code shows property updates being sent without 

the ATLV_NODES TLV. 

The valid_dest_mask lets the MCU know whenever ADS is reachable. The example code 

leverages this by keeping bit 0 of the send_mask active for properties that couldn’t be sent to 

ADS. When connectivity to the service is established, the module communicates this to the MCU 

and the MCU can then send up all the updates that the service missed. This mechanism can be 

seen in the example code. 

Optionally, property updates can be accompanied by metadata to be stored in the service. 

Metadata can be used by the Host MCU to accentuate each datapoint update by providing 

additional debug, trace or other information.  

The example code shows metadata sent along with “Blue_button” and “stream_up” properties. 

An array of datapoint_meta structs can be used to pass metadata to the library. This array must 

be defined/allocated by the application. The application layer must set the key and val pointers. 

One extra array element (number of key-value pairs + 1) must be allocated (set to NULL). The 

module allows up to 4 key-value pairs. 
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When a property update fails to reach a destination, the module returns a NAK with a nodes 

mask that represented the failed destinations. The example code shows that failure to update 

LAN clients is ignored. Failure to update the service is noted by activating bit 0 of the send_mask 

for that property. This allows the property update to be sent again when connectivity to the 

service resumes. 

If a LAN client or the service updates the property value, it is preferred that this update is echoed 

to the other destinations. If “auto_sync” is enabled in ADS template for this MCU, the module 

takes care of doing this update automatically. If “auto_sync” is disabled, it is expected that the 

MCU will decide if/when the update should be echoed. The example code assumes “auto_sync” 

is enabled in the service template for this device. An echo is sent (just like a property update) 

except with an additional echo TLV. 

If connectivity to ADS is lost and a LAN client updates a property value, the module can not 

update ADS with an echo. The MCU must choose to remember echoes that need to be sent to 

ADS (when it is reachable). 

The example code shows one way the MCU can remember which echoes need to be sent. Bit 0 

of the send_mask is set to 1 and the “echo” flag is turned on in the props structure. When ADS 

connectivity resumes, the example code makes sure to send echoes first, to override any stale 

values coming from the service. 
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Over-the-air (OTA) update refers to updating the firmware image on the MCU with a new 

version. This may include defect fixes or new features. The full demo kit contains a sample 

implementation. 

The internal flash is split to different regions. It holds a bootloader, two images, and scratch 

areas, used when swapping images between active and inactive slots.   

Here’s the layout of a demo kit when the STM32F3 discovery board is used. 

Table 2. Demo Kit Layout 

Address Use 

0x08000000 Bootloader (start of flash) 

0x08001c00 Copy progress bar 

0x08002000 Active image 

0x08020000 Inactive image 

0x0803e000 Copy scratch area 

0x08040000 End of flash 

After reset, MCU first runs the bootloader which then boots the actual image. 

The bootloader determines whether it should boot the image that’s currently in the active slot, 

or if it should swap that with the inactive image.  

A swap is done if the MCU wants to boot a new image, or if it is falling back to the old image.  

Fallback happens after a failure to boot to newly uploaded image. 

The bootloader starts the new image by jumping to address in reset interrupt vector in the 

image. 

Firmware download and reset of the image management is done while the MCU runs the actual 

image. 

1. OTA is started by a message from ADS. The message includes the image name and its size.  
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2. The MCU firmware can decide to reject the image, such as, already running the image, or if 

wrong type.  

3. If MCU firmware approves the download, the application prepares the inactive image slot. 

4. Once MCU application gives a go-ahead, module fetches the image from the Ayla Cloud.   

5. The MCU firmware image then comes one block at a time from the module.  

6. Firmware stores this image in the inactive slot.  

7. When the download is complete, the image integrity is checked and reports successful 

completion.  

8. After the Ayla module informs ADS the download was OK, it asks the MCU to boot the new 

image. 

An image update can include one or more of these changes: 

• introduce new properties 

• removal old properties 

• change existing properties 

The “oem_host_version” is a reserved property that matches the service template to a specific 

version of MCU firmware. The demo kit reports this string to ADS after the OTA update. The 

property update for “oem_host_version” is sent to ADS once. The “oem_host_version” is a string 

in the form “<program><version>,” for example, “demo 0.10”. 

MCU firmware images in the demo kit have a specific format.  This makes it possible to validate 

images. Here’s the layout: 

Table 3. MCU Firmware Image Format 

Offset (bytes) Size (bytes) Name Use 

0x0 0x130 Interrupt 

vector 

This is kept in the beginning because of STM32 memory 

alignment restrictions. 

0x130 4 Magic 

number 

Value 0xbfa43640.  Detects that this file is probably an 

MCU firmware image. 

0x134 2 CRC-16 CRC-16 of the image, calculated with this field set to 0. 

0x136 2 Size Total size of the image. 
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Offset (bytes) Size (bytes) Name Use 

0x138 72 Version Image version string.  Reported as property “version” to 

ADS, or as “inactive_version”, when image is in inactive 

slot. 

0x180 -- Image Text Rest of the image. 
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To test the SPI bus, “ping” packets may be sent to the module and the module sends them back 

unchanged. These packets may be 4 to 384 bytes long, inclusive. 

A function, spi_ping_test(), is provided to construct such a packet, send it, and wait for the 

response. It uses a 2-byte counting pattern to form the data to be sent.  

This function is not used by the provided demo software but could be useful in device testing 

during development or manufacturing. 
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To use the Schedule functionality, the MCU must know the RTC time. If needed, the MCU can ask 

the module to provide this information. The “MCU_TIME_SUBSCRIPTION” flag is set in its 

feature_mask sent to the module. When this flag is set, the module provides the MCU with the 

latest UTC time, timezone information, and daylight savings information received from the Ayla 

cloud. 

To evaluate stored schedules inside the properties table, the sched_run_all function is called. To 

keep the demo as simple as possible, time progression in the host mcu is measured with the tick 

count generated by the SysTickHandler.  

When UTC time information is received, the “boot_rel_time” (see sched.c) is calculated as the RTC 

time of startup. With this information, sched_run_all can call sched_evaluate to determine the 

scheduled event. 

The sched_evaluate function is defined in schedeval.c. It parses a schedule and returns the UTC 

time of the next event in the schedule. There are many complexities in calculations of the next 

event time. These are abstracted out into schedeval.c and clock_utils.c files and be safely 

blackboxed for the demo.  

Along with returning the next scheduled event time, sched_evaluate also fires any events set to 

fire at the given time. With the next scheduled event time returned by sched_evaluate, the 

“sched_run_all” function determines the “next_event_tick” (tick count of the next scheduled 

event). This count is used in the main() function of demo.c to determine when sched_run_all 

needs to be called again. 
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The demo kit software organization is shown in the following block diagram: 

Figure 1. Demo Kit Organization 

 

The major blocks are small pieces of code and can be modified as needed. 

• MCU support handles startup initialization and exception vectors.  This part is not supplied 

by Ayla but is expected to be part of the IDE used. 

• GPIO represents initialization of signals to and from the Ayla module (reset, interrupt, and 

ready), as well as the SPI interface and any signals used by the application.  In this case those 

are two LEDs and a push-button switch. 

• SPI I/O includes functions that send and receive a single byte over SPI. 

• SPI Messages layer handles SPI packets as messages containing TLVs that describe 

properties. The SPI Packets layer groups bytes over SPI into multi-byte packets. 

• Properties function handles a table of properties that is initialized by the Application for 

properties that may be received and sent. It handles incoming messages from the SPI 

Messages block and calls a function in the application to act on new property values.  A 

function in the Properties is called by the application to send property values to the module. 

• Application handles the interface to the embedded device and performs whatever functions 

are needed.  This is where most of the customer’s customization occurs. 

The lib folder is divided into components for easier navigation and understanding. Here is what 

each C file in the lib folder is responsible for: 

MCU Support SPI I/O GPIO 

Properties 

Application 

SPI Messages 
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• props.c: The Properties block.  It is used to handle property updates. The interfaces and 

structures defined in this file will be used by the application. 

• crc16.c:  Small CRC-16 implementation. 

• serial_msg.c:  The serial message block.  It is use to form and parse messages.  

• utf8.c:  Helper functions to get UTF8 characters from a buffer. 

• tlv.c:  Helper functions for getting and writing TLV values. 

• prop_dp.c:  Handling for file properties. 

• clock_utils.c:  Internal functions for performing clock/time calculations for schedule 

properties. 

• sched.c:  Execution for schedule properties. 

• schedeval.c:  Internal functions for interpreting and parsing schedule properties. 

• host_ota.c:  Library routines to help with OTA download messaging.  

• conf_access.c:  Functions to access some module configuration variables.  

• spi_ping.c: The SPI bus test functions. 

• spi.c: The SPI packet handling.  It is used to send and receive SPI packets.  

uart.c: The UART packet handling.  It is used to send and receive UART packets. 

• atty.c: Driver layer to send logs over UART. 

• cmd_handle.c: Callbacks for incoming user commands on the console. 

• console.c: Command handlers for console commands that users may define. 

• parse_argv.c: Utility to tokenize command string. 

• parse_hex.c: Utility to convert string to hex. 

• printf.c: Implementations of common print functions including putchar, puts, printf, etc. 

• console_platform.c: Platform-specific code to initialize timers, UART and interrupts. 

These header files are also used: 
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• ayla_proto_mcu.h:  Ayla protocol, cmd, and TLV definitions. 

• ayla_spi_mcu.h:  SPI status and cmd definitions. 

• clock.h:  Clock function definitions. 

• cm3_intr.h:  Interrupt masking and unmasking primitives. 

• crc16.h:  Function prototype for CRC-16 implementation included as part of demo kit. 

• conf_internal.h:  Function prototypes for OTA and configuration message parsing related 

library routines. 

• conf_token.h: enum for configuration tokens. 

• conf_tokens.h: Macros defining the configuration tokens. 

• byte_order.h: Byte-swapping primitives. 

• flash_layout.h:  Platform-specific data regarding MCU image format, and layout of items in 

internal flash. 

• props.h:  Definitions of property interfaces. 

• sched.h:  Definitions of functions that execute schedule properties. 

• schedeval.h:  Definitions for functions that interpret and parse schedule properties. 

• serial_msg.h: Definitions of serial message interfaces. 

• spi.h: Definitions for spi_pkt.c. 

• utypes.h:  Type definitions for u32, u16, and so on. 

• atty.h: Function prototypes for circular memory used to buffer console I/O  

• cmd.h: Function prototypes for callbacks to incoming console commands 

• console.h: Function prototypes for console driver 

• parse.h: Function prototypes for parsing console input 

The example folder contains several demo applications. Here is an explanation of each demo 

application: 

• ledevb/demo.c:  This is the application that all Ayla demo kits are shipped with by default. 

This demo exercises the use of Ayla’s boolean, integer, and string properties through LEDs 

and buttons. It also shows how to use Ayla’s schedules. 

• img_mgmt/demo_img_mgmt.c:  OTA download, command implementation, and image 

management. 

• wifi_mgmt/wifi_demo.c: Demonstrates functionality to set up Wi-Fi network. 

• file_prop/demo_stream.c:  Shows how to use Ayla’s file properties. 
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The primary data structure used is the prop structure.  There is one of these for each property 

and is initialized by the application code.  Fields of this structure are: 

• name: property name, string. 

• type: Ayla type (for example, ATLV_BOOL or ATLV_INT). 

• set: pointer to a function which can be called when a value for the property is received from 

the module.   

• send: pointer to a function which is called to send the property to the module. 

• arg: avoid pointer argument for the set function.  This lets the same set function handle 

multiple LEDs.  

• val_len: length of the value.  For booleans, must be 1. For integers, can be 1, 2, or 4.  For text 

items, maximum length of the string, including the NUL. 

• fmt_flags: the formatting flags (for example, read/only) for the property. 

• name_len:  the length of the name, not including the NUL at the end.  This can be initialized 

as 0.  The property layer uses this field to avoid calling strlen() on each lookup. 

• send_mask: send is requested/required for this prop. The mask represents the destinations 

that the prop update needs to be sent to. Bit 0 of the mask represents ADS and Bits 1-7 

represent LAN destinations. 

• send_err: if module returned a NAK during a property send, the error code reported is 

stored here. 

• send_err_counter: number of send failures. 

• curr_op; current ongoing operation for this property (that is: GET, POST, ECHO). 

• req_id: request id for the current ongoing operation for this prop 

• get_val: value from ADS is needed for this property. 

• echo: property update needs to be echoed to ADS. 

prop_table[] is an array of prop structures initialized by the application code.  It contains all of 

the properties that may be received from the module.  The table is terminated by a prop 

structure with name set to NULL. 

prop_count is a variable that gives the number of properties in the table (also initialized by the 

application code). 

valid_dest_mask is an 8-bit mask which keeps track of the current registered destinations for this 

device. Bit 0 represents ADS and bits 1-7 represent LAN destinations. The module communicates 

the reachable destinations with the MCU by sending an ATLV_NODES TLV in an AD_CONNECT 

command. 
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To support long datapoints, the prop_dp structure is used. Fields of this structure are: 

• state:  an enumeration that tracks the transfer progress for long datapoints. 

• prop: a pointer to the associated prop_table entry. 

• next_off: offset of the next byte to be transferred for the datapoint. 

• tot_len: total length expected to be sent. 

• req_id: request ID for the current request. 

• aborted: set to 1 if the last operation for this property was aborted. 

• loc: location value used to identify the datapoint. 

• loc_len: length of the location value. 

• prop_get: pointer to the function that provides a piece of the value. 

• prop_set: pointer to the function that receives a piece of the value. 

For properties with long datapoints, the set and send functions from the prop table are set to 

prop_dp_set() and prop_dp_send(), and the arg is set to point to the prop_dp structure for that 

property. 

int prop_get(struct prop *, void *buf, size_t len);   

Points to or from the prop_dp structure, provided by the application. Called by the API to fill 

a buffer with the next piece of the data sent to the module. 

The arguments give the property table entry, the buffer address and its length. The offset of 

the data to be sent must be obtained from the struct prop_dp next_off member. 

int prop_set(struct prop *, size_t off, void *buf, size_t len, u8 eof); 

Points to or from the prop_dp structure, provided by the application. Called by the API to 

receive a portion of the value. 

The arguments give the property table entry, and the offset, location, and length of the value 

portion. The final argument, end of file (eof), is non-zero if this is the final portion of the 

value. 
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This structure sends metadata with property updates to the service. Metadata is sent in key-

value pairs. Currently, only 4 key-value pairs are supported.  

The fields of this structure are: 

• key: should be a NULL terminated string up to 16 UTF-8 characters (excluding the NULL). 

• val: should be a NULL terminated string up to 32 UTF-8 characters (excluding the NULL). 

The following functions are available for use by the application to send and receive properties. 

void serial_poll (void); 

Called from the application to receive messages from the module. 

May be called in a polling loop. In a more full-featured application, can be called only after 

getting an interrupt that indicates the INTR_N input is asserted. 

void prop_poll(void); 

Called from the application to send, get, and echo properties to the destinations as indicated 

by the send_mask, get_val, and echo flags in the property table entries. 

As each property command is successfully sent to the module, the appropriate flag is 

cleared. 

int prop_send(struct prop *prop, void *val, size_t val_len, void *arg); 

Called to send a property to the module. 

The property structure contains the name and type of the property. The val points to the 

value to be sent, and val_len is the actual length (should be less than or equal to prop-

>val_len. The opaque arg value must be NULL, unless the call is the result of a request from 

the module. In which case, the arg value is passed to the property’s send function by the 

request. Return value is zero on success and non-zero if any problem in sending the 

property. 

int prop_send_generic(struct prop *prop, void *arg); 
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Generic send function used as a send callback function for a property (not applicable for file 

properties). 

The property structure contains the name and type of the property. The opaque arg value 

must be NULL. If the call is the result of a request from the module, the arg value should be 

passed to the property’s send function by the request. Return value is zero on success and 

non-zero if any problem in sending the property. 

int prop_validate_meta(struct datapoint_meta *dp_meta); 

Called to validate the metadata structure created by the application.  

Must be called before sending metadata with property update. The dp_meta pointer points 

to an array of datapoint_meta structs. Return value is zero on success, -1 for a bad key/value 

format and -2 for invalid struct termination or exceeding the limit for key/value pairs. 

int prop_send_meta(struct prop *prop, struct datapoint_meta *dp_meta, void 

*arg); 

Sends a property with some metadata to the module.  

Can be used for all properties except file properties. The property structure contains the 

name and type of the property.  

The dp_meta pointer points to an array of datapoint_meta structs. The passed in metadata 

buffer must be validated with prop_validate_meta  before calling this API.  

The opaque arg value must be NULL, unless the call is the result of a request from the 

module, in which case it should be the arg value passed to the property’s send function by 

the request. Return value is zero on success and non-zero if any problem in sending the 

property. 

NOTE This subsection can be skipped if file properties are not used. 

File properties are those with datapoint values longer than 255 bytes.  

The file prop_dp.c contains the following functions used by the application to handle file 

properties with long datapoints. For such properties, the prop_table entry type field should be 

set to ATLV_LOC, indicating that the property set routine expects a location value. 

The prop_table set routine should be set to prop_dp_set, and the send routine to 

prop_dp_send(). 

Sending or receiving long datapoints requires several SPI transactions and the following 

functions handle those activities.  
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void prop_dp_set(struct prop *prop, void *arg, void *val, size_t len); 

Called through the property table when a new value (datapoint location) is received for a file 

property. 

int prop_dp_send(struct prop *prop, void *arg); 

Called through the property table to perform the next step to send or receive a file 

datapoint. 

The prop->arg member points to the prop_dp structure that contains the state of the file 

activity. Called whenever the send_req field of the prop table entry is set. If another long 

property is sent or received, that property is handled first. 

int prop_dp_send_meta(struct prop *prop, struct datapoint_meta *dp_meta, void 

*arg); 

Send metadata with a file property. DS_CREATE request is accompanied by the metadata. 

The prop->arg member points to the prop_dp structure that contains the state of the file 

activity. The dp_meta pointer points to an array of datapoint_meta structs. The passed in 

metadata buffer must be validated with prop_validate_meta  before calling this API. 

void prop_dp_start_send(struct prop *, struct prop_dp *, size_t len); 

Called by the application to start sending a new datapoint for the file property. 

If there is already a send operation in progress, the call is ignored. 

int prop_dp_abort(void); 

Aborts any ongoing file operations (upload or download) and marks the “aborted” flag of the 

prop_dp structure representing that property. 

The application might want to abort an ongoing file operation if there is a pending property 

update. The serial_msg.c file shows how an application may choose to abort a file operation 

in cases of a pending property update so it can receive the update right away. 

These functions handle the SPI messages for sending and receiving file property datapoints. 

void prop_dp_step(struct prop_dp *dp); 

Performs the next step to send or receive of a long datapoint. 
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The above function calls one of the following functions depending on the state of the transfer. 

void prop_dp_create_tx(struct prop_dp *dp); 

When a new long datapoint is sent, sends the create request to the module and in turn to 

the device service to create a new, empty, datapoint. Its value is returned. 

The response is received by prop_dp_resp() and passed to prop_dp_create_resp(). If packet is 

successfully sent to the module, prop_dp_active is set to ensure prop_dp_data_tx is called 

after prop_dp_create_resp is called back. If another operation is performed between create 

and data transmission, an invalid operation error is returned from the module. 

void prop_dp_resp(struct ayla_cmd *cmd, void *buf, size_t len); 

Receives any response from any datapoint create, status, or data value request and passes it 

to the appropriate function determined by the current state. 

void prop_dp_create_resp(struct prop_dp *dp, void *buf, size_t len); 

Receives the response to the create request. 

Saves the location to be fetched and transitions to the DS_SEND state so that the datapoint 

is sent. 

void prop_dp_status_resp(struct prop_dp *dp, void *buf, size_t len); 

Receives the response to the status request. 

Gets the offset in the datapoint at which to continue the send transfer. 

void prop_dp_rx(struct prop_dp *, void *buf, size_t len); 

Receives the data for a datapoint property request. 

Calls the prop_set() function in the prop_dp structure. Accepts the current portion of the 

data, along with an eof flag that is non-zero if current portion is the end of the datapoint. 

void prop_dp_fetched(struct prop_dp *dp); 

Sends the “fetched” message to the module to indicate a datapoint has been completely 

received by the MCU host. 

Enables the service to present the next datapoint for the property. 

void prop_dp_nak(struct ayla_cmd *cmd, void *buf, size_t len); 

Receives any errors associated with datapoint requests. 

Appropriate handling for such errors depends on the application. The demo tries to recover 

if sending up a property - otherwise calls prop_dp_fatal_err(). 

void prop_dp_fatal_err(struct prop_dp *dp); 

Calls prop_dp_done(). 

Provides a place to breakpoint to catch errors. 

void prop_dp_done(struct prop_dp *dp); 

Marks the large datapoint transfer complete and clears the active DP pointer if set to the 

same datapoint. 

void prop_dp_request(struct prop_dp *dp); 

Sends a request to download data for a large datapoint. 
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void prop_dp_data_tx(struct prop_dp *dp); 

Sends the next portion of up to 255 bytes of a datapoint to the module. 

void prop_dp_status_tx(struct prop_dp *dp); 

Sends a status request for a property after a NAK is received in the send state. 

Allows the MCU to continue where it left off after the service connection is interrupted, for 

any reason. 

If schedule properties are not used, this subsection can be skipped. 

The file sched.c contains the following functions that the application can use to handle schedule 

properties.  

void sched_run_all(u32 *tick_ct_to_use); 

This primary function parses and evaluates all schedule properties in the prop_table. 

User has the option to specify the tick count to evaluate the schedules. If not given, the 

function uses the current tick count. This fires any events set to fire at the given tick count – 

and sets the “next_event_tick” variable to be the tick count for the next scheduled event. 

void sched_set_prop(struct ayla_tlv *atlv, u8 tot_len); 

Called during schedule evaluation to fire events.  

void sched_update_time_info(enum conf_token token, struct ayla_tlv *tlv); 

Parses and interprets the UTC time information as well as timezone and daylight savings 

information sent by the module.  

Uses the provided time with the current tick count to determine the MCU boot up time in 

UTC. 

static void clock_set(u32 new_item); 

Called whenever new time information is received from the module to update the MCU boot 

up time. 

int sched_int_get(struct ayla_tlv *tlv, long *value); 

Helper function to convert integers from network-byte order to host-byte order. 

u32 sched_evaluate(struct sched_prop *schedtlv, u32 time); 

Main function that parses and evaluates each schedule to determine the next scheduled 

event.  

At the same time, fires events scheduled to occur at the time given. To fire the events, calls 

the sched_set_prop function in sched.c with the name and value TLVs of the event. All the 

other functions in schedeval.c and clock_utils.c are helper functions. 

All functions in schedeval.c and clock_utils.c 
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Functions in schedeval.c and clock_utils.c are used to evaluate a schedule.  

NOTE This document does not go into detail in function explanations, since these are 

essentially blackboxed and used as-is. This does not affect functionality of the 

demo software. 

The following functions are used by the SPI Message layer to access the SPI bus and GPIO 

signals. These are provided by the application code in the file spi_io.c. 

u8 spi_io(u8 byte); 

Sends a byte on the SPI interface to the module and returns the next byte received over the 

SPI interface from the module. 

u8 spi_io_crc(u8 byte); 

Similar to spi_io(), (send and receive a byte of data), this sends and receives the CRC-8 byte - 

the final byte of a message. 

void spi_crc_en(void); 

Enables CRC-8 calculation for the following message bytes. 

Clears the accumulated CRC value to 0. Must wait for SPI interface to be idle first. 

int spi_crc_err(void); 

Tests the CRC error status of the SPI interface. 

Disables CRC calculations and returns non-zero if a CRC error is detected.  

void spi_slave_select(void); 

Asserts the SPI Slave Select signal (SPI_NSS). 

void spi_slave_deselect(void); 

Waits for the SPI interface to be idle and then deasserts the SPI Slave Select signal (SPI_NSS). 

int ready(void); 

Returns non-zero if the READY_N signal is asserted (low). 

int spi_rx_pending(void); 

Returns non-zero if the INTR_N signal is asserted (low). 

The demo application code and MCU I/O setup are located in the file demo.c.  In addition to the 

functions described above, it contains the following utility functions: 

u32 bit(int i); 
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Inline function returns 1 << i. 

Converts pin numbers to masks for GPIO use. 

u32 gpio_mask(u32 pin, u32 mode); 

Inline function returns a mask for the given GPIO mode and pin number. 

void gpio_init(GPIO_TypeDef *gpio, u32 pin, u32 mode); 

Initializes a single GPIO pin for the defined mode. 

Uses the symbols defined in stm32f30x_gpio.h. 

void io_init(void); 

Initializes all I/O for the STM32, including the SPI interface, ready, interrupt, LEDs, and 

button. 

Called once by main(). 

void intr_init(void); 

Initializes and enables external interrupts for the blue button and the INTR_N line from the 

Ayla. 

void systick_init(void); 

Initializes the systick timer to interrupt and reload 100 times per second. 

void EXTI15_10_IRQHandler(void); 

Handles interrupts from the module INTR_N line. 

Only the interrupt is counted and the pending bit is cleared. The action of taking the 

interrupt takes back to the polling loop, when waiting for a WFI (wait for interrupt) 

instruction. 

void EXT10_IRQHandler(void); 

Interrupt vector handler for the button edge interrupts. 

Calls button_read to re-read the raw button value.  

void SysTick_Handler(void); 

Handles the tick interrupt. 

Invoked through the interrupt vector. Increments tick and checks if time to handle a button 

debounce or time to release button’s on-time extension. 

These functions are called through the property table to receive new values for the properties 

from the Ayla Module. The application can associate any action to a new property setting. 

void set_led(struct prop *, void *arg, void *valp, size_t len); 

From the property table, turns LEDs on or off. 
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The arg is a 32-bit value cast to a void * pointer with value used to set the LED I/O pin - 

bit(pin). The valp points to a one-byte value of 0 to turn the LED off or 1 to turn it on. The 

property interface verifies that other values are used (the type is boolean). 

void set_cmd(struct prop *, void *arg, void *valp, size_t len); 

Called from the property module when a new value for the cmd property is received. 

Value is copied into the cmd_buf. The log_buf is set to point to that buffer. The send_req for 

the log property is set to 1 so that prop_poll() sends the log property. 

void set_dec_in(struct prop *prop, void *arg, void *valp, size_t len); 

Called from the property module when a new value for the decimal property “decimal_in” is 

received. 

Both decimal_in and decimal_out properties are set to the new value. The send_req for the 

decimal_out property is set to 1. 

void set_input(struct prop *, void *arg, void *valp, size_t len); 

Called from the property module when a new value for “input” property is received. 

The “output” property is set to the square of the new “input” property value after range 

checking. If the result overflows, output is set to -1. The send_req for the output property is 

set to 1 so that prop_poll() sends the output property.  

void set_string_ro(struct prop *, void *arg, void *valp, size_t len); 

Called from the property module when a new value for the “version” property is received. 

Since the Ayla module should never change this property, this compares the new value with 

the old one. If the value differs, sends the correct (compiled-in) value to the service. This 

keeps the correct service version. Happen only when a new version of the MCU demo 

software is installed. Same function can be used for another read-only string property. 

void test_patt(size_t off); 

Generates the test pattern to send and receive the “stream_up” and “stream_down” 

properties.  

The test pattern is a 4-byte counting pattern. It starts at 0x11223344 and increments by one 

each time it repeats. Returns the one-byte value for a given offset. 

static int test_patt_get(struct prop *prop, void *buf, size_t len, u8 eof); 

The get function pointer in the prop_dp state structure for the “stream_down” property 

points to this function. 

Normally a function accepts a file datapoint and copies the data to some storage area. This 

compares the data to the test pattern and keeps track of how much data was received - and 

how much was received before any error occurred. 

void set_length_up(struct prop *prop, void *arg, void *valp, size_t len); 

Sets the integer “stream_up_len” property. 

Sets the length used for the “stream_up” property, and then initiates transfer of “stream_up”. 

If the length given is less than or equal to zero, the value is ignored. 
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void demo_stream_init(void); 

Initializes the state for the “stream_up” and “stream_down” properties. 

These functions are called through the property table to send the value of the property. The Ayla 

module requests it or it was changed by the application – and sets the send_req flag in the 

property tablet. 

The first argument is the pointer to the property table entry. The second void pointer argument 

should be passed to prop_send() as its final argument.   

int send_led(struct prop *prop, void *arg); 

Sends one of the LED values. 

int send_cmd(struct prop *prop, void *arg); 

Sends the command string argument.  

int send_log(struct prop *prop, void *arg); 

Sends the current value of the log string. 

int send_int(struct prop *prop, void *arg); 

Sends the current value of the integer, boolean, or decimal property pointed to by prop->arg 

to the service. 

Can send several properties, including “input”, “output”, and “Blue_button”. 

int send_utf8(struct prop *, void *arg); 

Sends the “version” property (can also be used for any text string, i.e., send_log() and 

send_cmd(). 

int send_prop_with_meta(struct prop *, void *); 

Demos the datapoint metadata feature for Boolean, string, decimal and integer properties. 

int send_file_prop_with_meta(struct prop *, void *); 

Demos the datapoint metadata feature for file properties. 

These functions in the conf_access.c show how to read and write configuration items from the 

module. In this case, the configuration items read are /sys/dev_id (DSN) and /sys/model. 

void conf_poll(void); 

Called from the main polling loop – if a configuration access function is not already in 

progress and DSN is not already read – then sends a Get Configuration command over the 

SPI bus to the module. 

static int_conf_read(enum conf_token *tokens, unsigned int ntokens); 

Send the Get Configuration command. 

Arguments are a pointer to the configuration tokens and number of tokens. 

void conf_rx(void *buf, size_t len); 
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Called by spi_rx() in spi_pkt.c whenever a control packet is received from the module. 

Checks the opcode and calls the handler for that operation. 

static void conf_dsn_rx(void *buf, size_t len); 

Handles the response for the DSN request. 

Uses tlv_get() to get the string property from the response and copies it into conf_dsn (string 

that holds DSN for the demo program). 

static void conf_model_rx(void *buf, size_t len); 

Handles the response for the model request. 

Uses the tlv_get() to get the string property from the response and copies it into conf_model. 

static struct ayla_tlv *tlv_get(enum ayla_tlv type, void *buf, size_t len); 

Finds the first TLV of a specified type in a response buffer. 

Useful to find the DSN string. 

int conf_write(int cnt, …); 

Constructs a configuration write request and sends it to the module.  

A single write request can update several configuration items and can be called for this 

process. First argument, cnt, specifies how many configuration items are sent. Other 

arguments come in groups of five: 

o configuration item name 

o configuration item name length 

o type of the configuration item 

o pointer to value being set 

o length of that value 

This set of five must be repeated for every item that is getting set in the write request. 

int conf_mod_save_send(void); 

Request the module to remember changes. (Called after configuration changes are sent to 

the module.) 

May be used when requesting the module to persist any configuration changes over resets. 

These functions and variables in the conf_access.c allow the MCU to be notified when the 

module is ready to install an OTA update for the module. The host MCU may want to determine 

when the update is installed. The update can take 20-30 seconds and the module is unavailable 

while the update is in progress. 

The READY_N signal is deasserted during the update. It is safe to reset the module while it 

performs the update and the update continues after the reset. 

void (*conf_ota_cb)(int type, void *arg); 

(Function pointer is normally NULL.) May be set by the application code to point to a function 

called when a module OTA is ready. 
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First parameter (type) is 1 for module OTAs. Other values indicate another situation or 

another type of OTA. Second parameter is reserved for future use. The callback is invoked 

from the spi_poll() loop when a module OTA status packet is received from the module. 

void conf_mod_ota_go(void); 

Application may call this function to signal the module with its pending firmware update. 

This subsection can be skipped if the MCU OTA is not used. 

void (*conf_mcu_ota_start_cb)(char *version, int ver_len, size_t len); 

(Callback can be filled by the application.) Called when MCU OTA update is available. 

The “version” contains the version string from the update. The “len” is the size of the update. 

void (*conf_mcu_ota_load_cb)(size_t off, void *data, size_t len); 

(Callback can be filled by the application.) The MCU OTA update is done in increments. This is 

called to deliver the update to the application.  

The application should store the update in persistent storage. The “off” is set to current 

offset within the MCU OTA update. 

int (*conf_mcu_ota_boot_cb)(char *version, int ver_len); 

(Callback can be filled by the application.) Called after MCU OTA update download has 

completed successfully and the module reported download success to ADS. 

The application should start running the version passed as arguments. 

void conf_mcu_ota_go(void); 

Notifies the module it can start downloading module firmware. 

Call this function after the module sent a message that an OTA update is available. 

void conf_mcu_ota_stat(u8 err); 

Sends the MCU OTA status message to the module. 

Called to report that the MCU OTA update was successful or failed.  Set the argument “err” to 

a non-zero value to identify the failure error type. 

NOTE This subsection can be skipped if the MCU does not need the client registration 

These functions demonstrate one way to access the registration token that can be used to 

register the module to a user. The device may display this string so that the user can send it to 

the cloud service through his smart phone or a laptop. 

static void conf_reg_poll(void); 

Called from the conf_poll(), it advances through the steps needed to request a new 

registration token from the ADS, and to read that registration token. 
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If the device service is unaccessible, it merely returns. If a new registration token has not 

been requested, it requests one. If the token has not been read or is still empty, it calls the 

conf_read() to read the token. 

static void conf_reg_token_rx(void *buf, size_t len); 

Callback from the conf_read(), called in the conf_reg_poll().  

It finds the UTF-8 string in the response and copies it into conf_reg_token. 

int spi_ping_test(size_t len, u16 pattern_start); 

Sends one “ping” packet to the module and calls the spi_poll() until it can send and receive a 

response.  

It will hang if the module does not respond at all. The first argument is the length of the 

packet to be sent (between 2 and 384). The second argument is the starting value of the 2-

byte counting pattern used to fill the payload of the packet. The function returns 0 on 

success, a positive count of errors if occurred, and  -1 on invalid length. 

int spi_ping_rx(void *buf, size_t len); 

This internal function receives replies from ping packets. 

void spi_ping_pattern_fill(u8 *buf, size_t len, u16 data); 

Fills the buffer to be sent by the spi_ping_test().  

The buffer pointer and size are given, as is the first value for the 2-byte counting pattern. 

The following functions are helper routines in the conf_access.c. Wi-Fi setup commands are sent 

over the SPI.  

int conf_wifi_join(char *ssid, int slen, char *key, int klen, u8 sec_type); 

configures Wi-Fi network for the module. 

The module attempts to connect to ADS via this AP. Depending on configuration variable 

settings /wifi/scan/save_on_ap_connect and /wifi/scan/save_on_server_connect and whether 

connection succeeds or fails, the module saves this configuration for the next time module 

restarts. 

int conf_wifi_start_ap(void); 

This routine tells the module to start its own access point. 

The AP mode stays in effect until the module restarts, or if a new Wi-Fi network gets 

configured, or if the module is asked to scan for Wi-Fi networks. After the scan, the module 

attempts to join any network that is visible and has been configured. 

int conf_wifi_conditional_ap(void); 

This routine configures the module in conditional AP mod. 

In this mode, the module stays in AP mode only if there are no Wi-Fi profiles configured. If 

any existing Wi-Fi profiles, the module does not go in to AP mode whether or not they can be 
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successfully associated with. A conf_mod_save_send() is required to persist this change over 

resets. 

The following routines demonstrate how to set Wi-Fi configuration, asks the module for Wi-Fi 

scan results, and checks whether a connection to Wi-Fi access point succeeded by reading Wi-Fi 

history data from the module. 

void wifi_demo_poll(int start); 

Routine is called from the main loop and progresses to the Wi-Fi demo internal state 

machine.  

This means writing to the module configuration variables and reading its status variables.  

The following routines are called. 

static void wifi_start_scan(void); 

Initiates Wi-Fi scan on the module by writing to /wifi/scan/start directory. 

static void wifi_fetch_scan_ready(void); 

Initiates fetch of status variable /wifi/scan/ready. 

Once Wi-Fi scan is complete, this variable is set to 1. 

static void wifi_check_scan_done(void); 

Checks whether /wifi/scan/ready was set or not. 

static int wifi_fetch_scan_result(int idx); 

Initiates fetch of Wi-Fi scan results from result array index ‘idx’. 

The demo code fetches /wifi/scan/n first and takes a snapshot of Wi-Fi scan results. Then it 

fetches SSID and security level from that index. 

static int wifi_check_scan_result(void); 

Checks whether fetching scan results were successful. 

The MCU may receive a NAK from the module. For example, if another Wi-Fi scan is in 

progress. If there is a valid scan result in this index, the routine returns 0. 

static wifi_fetch_history(void); 

Initiates fetch of latest entry in the Wi-Fi connection history.  

The demo code fetches status code, time stamp of the entry, and SSID. 

static int wifi_check_hist_info(void); 

Checks the fetched Wi-Fi history entry.  

The status code can report that attempt is still progress. If the status code reports a different 

kind of error, routine returns non-zero value. If the connection was successfully made 

through this AP, status code is 0. 

An optional console IO feature is included in the demo that can help in development and 

debugging. This feature includes implementations for standard print functions as well as a 

framework for defining console commands. The library handles parsing and validation of user 

input and calls the appropriate callback function.  
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To enable the console on a makefile project, remove NO_CONSOLE=1 from 

demo/proj/sm32f3/gmake/components.mk.  

If using Keil IDE, follow steps below. Adding console may cause the Keil project to exceed the 32K 

code size limit for the use of the free IDE. The demo code uses USART1 for console IO and it is 

defined in console_platform.c 

1. Add following defines in Project> Options for target > C++ > Defines: AYLA_CONSOLE 

DEMO_CONSOLE 

2. Also in the same tab, in the Language and Code Generation section, make sure checkboxes 

for C99 and Strict C are checked. 

3. In the same tab, add the following include path: ..\..\..\lib\ayla\console\include 

4. In stdio.h comment out lines in the #else section of “#ifdef __cplusplus”: //#define putchar(c) 

putc(c, stdout) 

5. Project > Manage > Manage Project Items: Add a new group Ayla_console 

6. Add all files in lib/ayla/console and arch/console_platform.c 

7. Create a file called Retarget.c (case sensitive) and include it in the Ayla_console group 

defined above. Template of the file contents are described in the following link (file cannot 

be part of demo due to licensing restrictions): 

http://www.keil.com/support/man/docs/gsac/gsac_retargetcortex.htm 

8. Finally, add: extern int putchar(int c); to the Retarget.c to use the Ayla implementation of 

putchar() 

static u8 button_read(void); 

Reads the button GPIO pin and debounces it by ignoring any changes that occur within a 

couple of clock ticks of an earlier change. 

Also extends the button on time to be at least two seconds (for demo purposes). It returns 

the debounced (but not extended) value of the button. If debounced, extended value of the 

button is changed; and sets the button property’s send_req flag. 

void factory_reset_detect(void); 

Checks if the blue button is pressed during reset or immediately afterwards. If not, merely 

returns. 

If pressed, the first loop toggles the blue LED every 120 ms. If the button is held continuously 

for five seconds, the blue LED is turned on - and the second loop waits for READY to be 

asserted. Then a SPI message is sent to the module to request that it restore factory 

settings. It waits until READY is deasserted and then turns off the blue LED.  

int main(int argc, char **argv); 

Main function calls the io_init(), and then enters a loop calling prop_poll() and spi_poll(). 

The main() is called from the startup routine after the stack, STM32 clocks, and other 

peripherals are initialized. 
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The LEDEVB demo is the default app that you build after completing the steps provided in the 

section titled Install and Build the Mynewt OS based Demo. The demo shows various agent 

property types and features. The demo has several properties that can be set from a mobile app 

or the developer web site. 

The demo applications are in the ayla_proj/apps directory. The LEDEVB demo is in 

ayla_proj/apps/ledevb.. Below is the ayla_proj/apps/ledevb directory tree. 

. 

├── pkg.yml 

├── src 

│   ├── demo.h 

│   └── ledevb.c 

└── syscfg.yml 

This directory contains pkg.yml and syscfg.yml. These are required by the Newt build system, 

and contain project and system definitions. The AYLA_OEM_ID, AYLA_OEM_MODE, and 

AYLA_TEMPLATE_VER are mandatory fields for new applications. 

The pkg.yml file lists all required libraries and packages to build the application. The libraries are 

listed under pkg.deps (the dependencies list). The LEDEVB demo is built upon demo_common, 

and includes the apps/demo_common package.. 

The demo_common package has common functionality required to by all applications that use 

the Ayla libraries. The directory tree for apps/demo_common is listed below.  

. 

├── ble 

│   ├── include 

│   │   ├── ble_common.h 

│   │   └── ble_int.h 

│   ├── pkg.yml 

│   └── src 

│       └── ble.c 

├── include 

│   └── demo_common.h 

├── pkg.yml 

├── src 

│   ├── demo.c 

│   └── main.c 

└── syscfg.yml 
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The demo_common package contains the main() function (invoked by Mynewt on system bootup 

after required OS initializations are completed). The main() function handles the application 

initializations and creates the demo task, which runs its handler, demo_task_handler. 

The application (i.e., LEDVB) is simple and decoupled from the system and OS initialization. This 

helps ensure the application code easy to understand by stripping out platform and OS 

functionality from application functionality. 

For the LEDEVB demo, the application contains the property table, definition, and callbacks 

required to get and set property values. This is all implemented in apps/ledevb/src/ledevb.c. 

MyNewt includes a lightweight, easy to use BLE stack called NimBLE. This sections talks about:  

• How to wire up a demo EVB to a supported Wi-Fi/BLE combo module 

• How to build and download the demo BLE applications 

• How is demo code organized 

• And a short note on each application 

In addition to the wiring (see Demo Wiring for the STM32F4Discovery Board), BLE applications 

require additional wiring for communication between the NimBLE stack and BLE controller. 

Table 2. BLE Wiring for STM32F4Discovery 

STM32F4Discovery Pin Signal 

PD8 UART_TX (input to BLE controller) 

PD9 UART_RX 

PD12 UART_CTS 

PD11 UART_RTS 

Follow the steps in Build the Demo. This sets up the Ayla demo project and pulls the Mynewt 

repository from its remote origin. Follow the steps to build and download the boot loader. 

NOTE A registered BD_ADDR must be programmed into the device for BLE applications to 

function correctly. This may be done by setting g_dev_addr in 

apps/demo_common/ble/src/ble.c. 
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To compile and build the application image: 

make APP=<app_name> app 

To load the STM32F4Discovery with the app image: 

make APP=<app_name> download 

Where: <app_name> is the application name that is built and loaded on the evaluation board. 

The project contains implementation for two BLE applications. Each showcases a different use 

case for an Ayla host application. These are located in apps/ble_ledevb and 

apps/ble_gateway. 

The BLE applications use apps/demo_common as the common application initializer. A demo task 

is created and runs demo_task_handler. The BLE application initializes a ble_app task to run  

ble_app_task_handler. 

The demo task contains the property table with the required get, set functionality. This handles 

communication with the Ayla Module.The ble_app task runs the BLE application, GATT 

client/servers, the NimBLE stack, and handles BLE HCI communication with the BLE controller. 

When initialization is complete and the demo and ble_app tasks queues are running, the NimBLE 

stack initiates communication with the BLE controller. 

The ble_app_on_sync() is called when the NimBLE stack establishes communication with the BLE 

controller and is ready to accept commands. The BLE application utilizes this callback to the 

application to either begin BLE GATT advertisements (if running a BLE GATT server), or begins 

scanning for BLE GATT peripherals (if it is a BLE GATT client). 

The ble_app_on_reset() is called if the BLE stack must reset the controller, for any reason. The 

BLE application can use this callback to terminate any connections and clear any session state. 

The ble_ledevb application (similar to the LEDEVB application) can control the device over BLE. 

The demo controls the device’s properties and provides property datapoint updates to the Ayla 

Cloud. 

. 

├── README 

├── pkg.yml 

├── src 

│   ├── ble_ledevb.c 

│   ├── ble_ledevb.h 

│   ├── demo.h 

│   ├── gatt_svr.c 

│   ├── gatt_svr.h 

│   └── ledevb.c 

└── syscfg.yml 
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This implementes a GATT server (in gatt_svr.c), which advertises itself to BLE GATT clients. 

The GATT server contains an ledevb service that contains characteristic UUIDs to control each 

property in the prop_table. The prop structure contains a uuid field that maps a property in 

the table to a characteristic in the GATT service. Characteristic reads and writes are also handled 

in gatt_svr.c. 

The ble_ledevb.c handles GATT service advertising and sets up the connection and pairing 

with a BLE device. 

The property table and get/set functionality is implemented in ledevb.c. 

The ble_gateway application shows Ayla Cloud-connected Wi-Fi to BLE gateway. The user can 

scan for BLE nodes, connect and pair with them. The nodes can be controlled through the Ayla 

Cloud or a mobile application. 

The nodes currently support a light bulb, a thermostat, and a ledevb. Below is the directory tree 

for the ble_gateway demo application. 

. 

├── README 

├── pkg.yml 

├── src 

│   ├── ble_gateway.c 

│   ├── ble_gateway.h 

│   ├── ble_nodes.c 

│   ├── ble_nodes.h 

│   ├── bulb.c 

│   ├── bulb.h 

│   ├── demo.h 

│   ├── ledevb.c 

│   ├── tstat.c 

│   └── tstat.h 

└── syscfg.yml 

On bootup, the ble_gateway.c scans for BLE nodes. It contains a property table with 

properties required to perform these functions: 

• obtain scan results 

• connect to a particular node 

• remove a node 

• list currently paired nodes 

The ble_nodes.c contain the logic to handle node functionality. This includes: 

• discover a node once paired 

• save bonding info for future reboots 

• register for notifications on connected nodes 

• Read and write node characteristics 
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It communicates with the demo thread to send property updates to the Ayla Cloud through the 

Ayla Module. 

Each node has a file that contains its property table. It has read/write functions to set 

characteristic values on the BLE node. It can read an incoming notification and relay it as a 

datapoint update to the Ayla Module (with the Ayla libraries). Each node contains a default addr 

property in the table. This holds the node's BD_ADDR. 

The bulb.c holds the definition and property table for the light bulb node. The tstat.c 

handles the thermostat node. The ledevb.c contains the LEDVB node definition. 

Wi-Fi configuration over BLE uses the Ayla specified protocol (implemented as a library). It can be 

included with any application. This library enables a mobile application to send Wi-Fi credentials 

to an IoT device over BLE. The Host MCU, in turn, sends a join command with the required 

credentials to the Ayla Module. 

To include this library, add the following lines to the demo application’s pkg.yml file (under the 

pkg.deps list). 

    - "lib/ayla/ble" 

    - "lib/ayla/ble/wifi-config" 
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